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anastasionico.ukSee all look for a shortcut to get faster where we want to go,Who ever quickly scroll through some pages of the book or even go straight to the last chapter? Although this may seem like a good idea at the beginning, I've already shared in several blog posts more reasons why gradual improvement is much better and more
productive than going straight to fun stuff. The truth is that if you want to code for a few years and not burn out in the early years or even months of your career as a web developer you need to study the basics,I'll tell you a secret, although after years of experience when you think there is nothing you don't know about the basic topic, pick
up the first book or one of the first articles you read, you'll always find a paragraph that you haven't paid attention to or a concept that you completely understand before. This post, in fact, is for everyone. As beginners, they are just starting their journey with PHP to expert programmers who discover the properties of code they didn't know.
Even on a basic topic like what we will see below,Here, in fact, there is general and detailed information about variables in PHP. I'll give you some useful insight into what they are and how to declare and use variables in the best way for your web application. This post is part of a series of PHP basics for expert programmers click on the
links below for other posts published so far. PHP basics for professional web developersConstruction and comments PHP 7 When writing a program, whether it's a simple to-do list or an integrated payment system for a bank that has clients around the world you have to use variables. Variables are used to store data. Think of the
variables as if they were boxes. In each programming language, the box has a name written on the outside, which is the name by which the box is called and the thing inside. That being said, each field (variable) has a name when we put a name in the field and define what is inside we say that we assign a value to the variable. There are
different types of things that a box can have inside,variables are in fact divided into three main categories: scalar type variables, composite variables and sources. Scalars are the most basic and easy to understand. They are divided into:BooleanIntegerFloatStringsComposites those are a little more complex, but nothing impossible are:
ArraysObjectsCallablesIterablesThen we have resources that can be seen simply as, for example, objects outside php as files, database connections. Finally, we have a NULL type that is used for variables that do not have an assigned value, cannot be transferred to null type, but it is possible to assign a NULL value to a variable. Now,
PHP is a free-written language, which means that a variable can change its content during the runtime. In fact, the value can change from string to integer boolean without creating any problem with the script, even without throwing errors. When the variables, the basic part to understand is the so-called casting,that is, how the variable is
seen in the programming language. As you have seen, php variables can change type and understand how these changes happen behind the scenes is an essential part of the web developer's work (not to mention the number of migraines that you avoid). Assume that you have a type-string variable $str containing 10,imagine that a few
rows below you sum a variable with another number, say$str=10; $num = $str + 5;// $num will be 15PHP is smart enough, to understand that the intention was to add the number 10 contained in the string with the number 5.The operation will analyze successfully without errors and the value of $num will be 15.The reasoning that PHP is
called casting and I'm sure you already understand that this is a powerful ace up your sleeve, but at the same time can easily turn into a double-edged sword. You will see all kinds of variables and their statements below, for further information I invite you to check out the official guide. Boolean variablesAd to how Boolean variables work is
the easiest thing to do in programming. Boolean variable indicates only one bit, that is, only two values: 1 or 0, can be true or false, yes or no, there is no other alternative,Boolean is a value that is considered a conditional statement as if, otherwise, and cases switch-case. There are several rules to keep in mind when it comes to casting
for Boolean variables. Blank fields are counted as 0 or false; unless you consider the empty sting to be true; if the string contains 0, the Boolean value is considered to be 0 or false; if the string contains any other number, when the cast as boolean value becomes true;any integer or float that does not have a value of 0 is considered true,
that is, the negative value is true as well. The guys at techterms.com have created a brief explanation of what Boolean means and how it can be used on search terms and search enginesCheck their definitionInteger variables Are all numbers that belong to the full-number category. For integers, I intend all negative and positive 0
included. They are also considered integers in bases different from 10, in fact, in PHP you can use numbers based on binary, octal, decimal and hexadecimal; You must use a prefix that sets the type of base that you want to use0b to indicate the numbers based on binary,0b1100100 represents 100 in base 2.0 followed by a number
indicating that the number to be treated as octal100 (base 10) becomes 0o144 in the base station (8). The prefix to use what you intend to indicate hexadecimal numbers instead is '0x 0x64 is the hexadecimal value used for 100 (base 10). The range of available numbers depends on the powerful computer. The maximum value that
variables of type integer can have is 2 billion (for PC running 32 bit) and about 9E18, yes 18 for 64-bit platforms. The maximum type number value in a 64-bit platform is 1000000000000000000000000000000Yue you have to adjust this limit using constants such as PHP_INT_SIZE, PHP_INT_MAX and PHP_INT_MIN. (If you are and you
decide to use PHP, well, good luck with that). To be honest, it is possible to overcome this limit without the use of constants, but variables will no longer be considered integers, but will be transformed into floats,here is an example available in the official manual PHP:$number = 2147483647; this is an integer on 32-bit machines $number =
2147483648; this is a float on a 32-bit machineYyy also occupy variables and make them an integer using keywords (int) or (integer), followed by the number you want to pass. Note also that when the fill value of an integer PHP does not round above or below, but simply cuts part of the decimal number100.57 becomes 100 -100,57
becomes -100thouse you cast a string in an integer, it will give 0 if the string starting with the number 10 o' clock becomes 10; half by 10 becomes 0; Last note to consider deals with irrational numbers.look here, echo (int) ((0.1 + 0.7) * 10); Would you expect the result to be 0.8 right? not quite. The values that were repeated would be 0,7.
0.7 can be expressed as a rational number based on decimal places, but not on the basis of 2.Since there is only a limited number of bits to be stored, it is inevitable that there is a loss of accuracy during these calculations. To be clear, the internal representation of the above code will be something like 7.99999999999999999991118 ...
The degree of accuracy depends on the machine on which PHP runs, below it is a small snippets created by Andrew Beak, which allows you to check the level of accuracy of your system. This value is known as an epsilon machine or rounding unit and is the smallest acceptable difference in calculations.$pi = 3,14159625; Indian $ = 3,2;
$epsilon = 0,00001; if (abs($pi - $Indian) &lt; $epsilon) { echo These values look the same; } otherwise { echo These values are different; } This code checks that the values are equal to five degrees of accuracy. Float variablesNemed as an integer, float or double number are all numbers that are not integers,To make it simple, numbers
that have a comma are treated as float. Although, in terms of integers, the range of these variables depends on the performance of the platform we are working on, PHP uses a standard called IEEE 754 to limit errors to a minimum. However, we have already seen that for values such as 0.1 and 0.7, there is no precise statement on some
issues. As regards the conversion of float variables, the procedure is relatively simple and depends on the type of source variable. If you want an integer procedure is almost natural, just add 0.n to the number and there you go! Here's a float or double number. Procedure is a little more complicated, but there will be no errors if you
continue to follow the rules and the string contains the appropriate values.$var = 10 + 100.3; $var is above water and has a value of 110,3 $var = 7 + 11,2 kg of ham; $var is a float and its value is 18.2String variablesPo description of variables that contain numbers, now let's talk about variables that contain characters,Character is worth
one byte, which means that PHP has only 256 characters available. PHP strings are a number of bytes. The information stored inside PHP related to strings is their length and content,32-bit systems support strings as large as 2 GB, while 64-bit systems have no specific limit. A string can be declared using two different methods,the simple
method does not evaluate the control characters and variables and the complex method that takes into account the value of the variables.. To use a simple method, you need to use single-quote-marks, while for the complex you would use double-quote-marks$language = 'PHP'; $simple = I code in $language; echo $simple; The string
repeated will be: I code in $language $complex = I code in $language; echo $complex; The string repeated will be: I code in PHPA you can see double quotation marks $language and show its true value. This is a huge advantage because it allows you to create complete strings of text without having to use concatenation, which in my
opinion make the code much easier to read $ city = 'London'; echo 'I am a web developer based in '. $city. echo I am a web developer based in $city;D see what I mean? A small tip that I use some time to determine php parser that I want to evaluate the variable is the use of curly braces.$burger = hamburger; echo I love $burgers; I
$burgers echo I love {$burger}s; I love burgersGiving, $burgers is not a defined variable, in the first example PHP will not evaluate and show an ordinary string, in the second example curly braces indicate that you want the variable to be evaluated so that it will be displayed in plural context. You will see that there are more examples of
proficient use of curly brackets with strings than their use when evaluating data in fields and objects. ConclusionThat you have also seen the basic element of programming as variables have so much to hide and must be deepened in such a way that they are fully understood. In this blog we have focused on the scalar variables that are
the most common and basic variables, Stay Tuned, in the next episode of the series, we will study compound variables such as null arrays of objects and resources. Also if you haven't read the next part of this series of RENAISSANCE PHP Construct and COMMENTS PHP 7Tear now that you understand this next basic concept of PHP
it's time to practice and start creating your own brand online. You can do it now with hosting services like Blue Host, which allows you to create an account and put your work around the world to je internet. Pôvodne uverejnené na anastasionico.uk.Become Hackolyte Level up your reading game by joining Hacker Noon now! Nwo!
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